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Every culture with its own fundamental orientation cultivated by geographical initial conditions and 
historical processes, may attain some stages at its beneficial points and surpass other cultures, which I call 
‘peak culture.’ Some characteristics are often noted as Japanese innate aesthetics, such as abbreviation, 
suggestion, simplicity, condensation, concentration and so on, which may be interpreted ‘minimalism’ 
in contemporary world. Peak cultures such as No-drama, Sado-tea-ceremony, Bushido-warrior’s way, 
Shinto-religion and Waka-poetry have pursued the ideals to the utmost limit, and achieved sufficient values 
competing with Western fascination.
‘Iguse’ in No-drama is typical achievement of  concentration. Sado-tea-ceremony aims at Zen- 
Buddhistic beauty with least manipulations and items. In Shinto-religion, private willingness must be 
nulled in the presence of  Divinity. And at the peak of  all peak cultures, Waka-poetry is recited in thirty-
one syllables. These peak cultures, achieved by gifted, trained and concentrated virtuosi with minimum 
performances, are rarely observed in the world history, and might lapse into mere farces that incompetent 
people do nothing.
The peak cultures have attained respective peaks once and now may remain mainly as cultural 
properties. We could expect, however, to regenerate, innovate, create and exalt them to new heights, with 
beneficial environments, gifted persons and other conditions, instead of  merely preserving them as human 
heritages. 
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という宗教、「和歌」という文学、この 5つの「頂点文化 peak cultures」に注目する。
頂点文化に共通する、「省略」「暗示」「簡素」「凝縮」「集中」などと呼ばれる美意識は、近現代の
西洋的キーワードである、ミニマリズムと重なるところがある。この「零度」への「極限化」を示
1 Hirofumi TSUSHIRO, On the <Peak Culture> of  Japan: SHINTOH-religion, NOH-drama, SADOH-tea ceremony, 
BUSHIDOH-warrior’s way, 2008, Hotel Sunroute Plaza Shinjuku, Tokyo. 2008年11月23日、外務省の外郭団体、





















































































































































































近代世界へ向けた武士道の発信は、新渡戸稲造による英文 The Bushido: the soul of  Japan, an 
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